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Obedience
news
It’s great to see some of
our obedience members
trialling with their dogs in
obedience and Rally-O. Find
out how they went and for more
about what’s involved in
traialling speak to your friendly
instructor at club.
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Flyball News

Flyball is a fast fun sport for you
and your dog. Find out what
flyball is and how to get
involved in flyball with your pet.
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It's that time again when we have hit the half way mark of our
training year. We are in the midst of a very cold winter and it's
great to see so many of you braving the arctic weather to attend
training.

New
Members
A warm welcome to all our
newest members. We trust that
you are enjoying your time at
FDOC. If there is anything
specific that you need help with,
please chat to your friendly
instructors.
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As you have all seen, our stage two of the renovations are
complete and our clubrooms are now fully renovated. Thank
you all for your patience during the building works and I'm sure
you would agree the finished product was well worth it. Let's all
take care of our new club rooms and enjoy our new facilities.
In competition news, on the 12th may penny and the agility
committee hosted another very successful agility trial for the
club. Thanks goes to Lynn Padfield and the Moorabbin dog
club for allowing Frankston to use their grounds again this year.
The Pet Expo flyball competition on the 28th April hosted by
Frankston saw another great day of racing for our teams.
Thanks to everyone that contributed to another successful day
for our flyball and to Black Hawk for their generous
sponsorship of this event.
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You may have noticed that all our instructors are
sporting new jackets identifying them as
instructors so as to make them more visible to
our training members. This is great particularly
for our new members that may need some
guidance and are not sure who to ask.
Upcoming events include our fun day on the 8th
September; this will be the second and final one
for the year! So please don't forget to enter to
enjoy some fun competition with your dog. This
is closely followed by the "On the fly" flyball
competition held on our grounds on Friday 28th
September. Feel free to come and offer some
help or cheer on our Frankston teams. Our open
obedience trial is being held on the 14th October
and preparations for this competition are well
under way.

2018 Committee
President – Kim Dearden
Vice President – Lauren Dolley
Treasurer – Janice James
Secretary – Peter Gibson
General Committee:
Tasha Sharp
Natasha Sleep
Bob Mertens
Rebecca Dearden
Penny Roberts
John Scott
Charles Murton
Fiona Ryan

Finally, preparations for our end of year
presentation evening on the 15th December are
under way. A payment plan is now available at
the kiosk for those that wish to use it and
bookings are being taken. For more details
there is information later in this newsletter or
see me in the kiosk.
Don't forget to rug up when training and
yummy hot food and drink is available at our
kiosk to keep away the winter chills.
Happy training.
Kim Dearden
President Frankston Dog Obedience Club

Dog Trialing as a
Sport
Formal Obedience is an interesting and
challenging dog sport in which dogs can earn
titles ranging from entry level C.C.D.
(Community Companion Dog) up to the prestige
level of O.C. (Obedience Champion), with other
titles of increasing difficulty in between. Also lots
of trophies and ribbons can be earned along the
way. But be aware this activity can become very
addictive.
Did you know the club offers Trial Classes for
those members who are currently trialling or
intending to begin trialling their dogs in official
Obedience Trials? First step is to join Dogs
Victoria.
These Classes are deigned to help you and your
dogs learn about ringcraft, get training in the finer
points of formal obedience from our experienced
trial instructors and gain experience in formal trial
exercises. This is a great opportunity for you and
your dog – you will make new friends and even
enjoy weekends away.
Like to learn more? Speak to Trial Class
Instructor, Joy Quinn, or one of our trialing
instructors.
Joy Quinn 2
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Flyball News
Each newsletter we report on what the flyball
teams have been up to, but the most common
question we get is “What is flyball?” Many of
our members that arrive for their 1:30pm class
do not get the opportunity to see flyball in action
as training is held in the mornings.
Flyball consists of a relay race between two
teams of four dogs. Each dog must jump over
four hurdles, retrieve a ball by triggering a flyball
box pedal and then return over the hurdles to the
start/finish line.
Flyball is a canine team sport which is founded
on the activities that dogs love to do – run, jump,
fetch, retrieve, compete and most of all: their
desire to please their owners.
There is no discrimination in Flyball. Any dog;
regardless of breed, size, shape or formal
training, can participate and join in on the fun.
Flyball does not interfere with other training. In
fact, the sport reinforces the disciplines taught in
obedience classes.
Race meets are run in performance based
divisions. The fastest teams are put in Division 1
and slower division follow sequentially. This
enables every team to have a fair go and be
competitive in their division.

Flyball is unlike any other dog activity to date,
flyball is pure fun for everyone: the dogs, the
handlers and the spectators. Spectators are
encouraged to applaud, laugh and cheer on their
favourite team.
The flyball community is passionate, encouraging
and diverse. The enthusiasm and sheer
exhilaration on the dogs’ faces (and often the
handlers faces too!) creates a vibrant atmosphere.
If you are looking for a new and stimulating way
to spend time with your dog – then why not give
flyball a go! Beginner are welcome to come along
ready to begin at 11:30.
There is no official obedience level required to
train in flyball, however, as flyball is an off lead
activity, a good recall is a must.
When coming along for your first session please
arrive at least 15 minutes early to allow time to
sign in, toilet the dog and settle them. Dogs
should be warmed up prior to beginning the
session. For those new to dog sports, will give you
some information on warming your dogs up at
your first session.
For your first session we ask that you bring your
dog on a flat collar or harness and that you bring
along some different things that motivate your
dog; a favourite toy along with some really
motivating food treats – something they don’t get
at home. Roast chicken, left over sausages or raw
beef mince are some favourites. The smellier the
better! From there, enjoy and prepare to become
addicted to flyball racing!
3
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Dates for your Diary
2018
8/9 – Club Competition
28/9 – On The Fly Flyball
Competition
14/10 – FDOC Open Obedience and
Rally-O Trial

Obedience Trialing and
Training
Obedience has always been a challenge, as some skills and
behaviours are more difficult to teach our dogs than others. It
can also be a length experience, so prepare yourself to invest in a
long process. Despite this, when you and your dog master these
skills together, it’s a wonderful feeling.
Some FDOC members have recently had great success at trials.
At Easter Joy Quinn and Truly were awarded a well-deserved
third place, while Jenny Pepper and Delilah came second with a
score of 192 out of 200, making Delilah’s final novice pass.
Rally is another facet of obedience that is terrific fun. Jenny
Pepper received for final Advanced Rally score, with a pass of 99
out of 100.

25/11 – FDOC Open Agility Games
trial
8/12 – Last day of training
15/12 AGM and presentation
evening

2019
19/1 – Working Bee and planning
meeting
26/1 – Australia Day Flyball
Competition
2/2 – Training Commences

All dogs are capable of obtaining obedience titles, including an
obedience championship. The time and effort it takes will be
richly rewarded with the fun you and your dog will have.
Jenny Pepper
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Successful Dogs
TS.CH, T. CH CLEMKIRK CUSTOM MADE
On the 21st April we went to the Tracking Club of Victoria,
Track & Search Trial at Ballarat Polocross Grounds and what
a wonderful way to start/finish the tracking season for Lucy
aka TS CH,T CH Clemkirk Custom Made. Lucy passed her
test 9 with a grading of
Very Good and then we
had the opportunity to do
a track on for her test 10
which she also passed
with a grading of
Excellent. This gives
Lucy her Track & Search
Grand Champion title.	
  
Fran Mills.
If you would like your dog’s achievements featured in the FDOC newsletter please send a short article to
flyball@fdoc.org.au

Agility Nationals 2018 - Victoria
10 months ago the buzz started about “The Nationals” – they occur every 2 years and switch States
every time. New Zealand also sends competitors and there is a State Team event and a Junior Team
event. So understandably I was very hesitant to enter! The awesome team at FDOC Agility convinced
me to give it a go – “Its just like any Trial!” they said! By the time April 2018 came around, Buddy had
been trialling for 12 months and Jackson for 18 month’s so we were still pretty new to the whole thing!
When the Schedule came out I realized the enormity
of “The Nationals” and NO it is not just like any
Trial! I was one of 486 handler’s, the boys were 2 of
707 dogs WOW!!!!! Heats are run over 4 days and
then a whole day of Finals. All up there was over
6500 runs! We were competing in Novice Agility
(134 entries) and Excellent Jumping (83 entries). My
aim was to just have fun and enjoy the dogs along
with the company of FDOC members Sandy
Shepard, Joanne McComiskie, Kaye Grant,
Geraldine Kisielnicki, Leonie Jasper, Penny Spencer,
Garry Heinze, Donna Merrilees, Tammi Beattie,
5
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Sandra Scafocchia, Christa Oertel, Jenny Williams, Cathy Jaques, Scott Fletcher, Roger Padfield (also
a National’s Judge!).
Melbourne turned on the best weather for the first three days – beautiful sunshine and there were
awesome courses. You would think that with so many dogs and runs there would be glitches….. BUT
NO. The organising committee did an amazing job with
everything running so smoothly. Qualifying runs were had, near
misses and loads of fun! The team Events were run and won by
NSW in both Team Events. Vic Finished 4th, with the Junior
Team coming 2nd! MASSIVE congratulations to FDOC member
Sandra Scafocchia for being selected in the Vic Team!
And then Melbourne did its thing! Gale Force winds, torrential
rain on Saturday – causing competition to be cancelled! The
carnage was breathtaking. The Agility Community pulled
together trying to save gazebo’s and marquees as the wind took
hold of them! All the pretty white hired marquees turned to
mangled, twisted metal and flying plastic!
Sunday – Finals Day! The weather was better but there were
delays to the start of the day due to rain but eventually things got
going! I couldn’t believe that Buddy actually made the Novice
Agility Final! To say I was nervous was an understatement! I was so proud of him, the ring was
surrounded 5 deep with spectators and pretty intimidating. We had a bar down and due to handler uncoordination a refusal, to be 18th! What a little champ!
Everyone had a great time and below are some results of FDOC members and their awesome dogs!
Lisa Retford
HEATS
Handler
Sandy Shepard

Dog
Merlin

Class
Novice Jumping
(600)

Pass/Place
Pass 3rd

Joanne McComiskie

Jacksprat
Jacksprat
Jacksprat
Jacksprat

Excellent Agility
Excellent Agility
Masters Jumping
Masters Jumping

2nd
2nd
3rd
4th

Kaye Grant

Beau
Beau
Beau

Masters Jumping
Masters Jumping
Masters Agility

Pass
Pass
Pass

Geraldine Kisielnicki

Roxy
Roxy
Jive
Jive
Jive

Masters Agility
Masters Jumping
Masters Agility
Strategic Pairs
Excellent Snooker

Pass 2nd
Pass 5th
Pass 7th
Pass 3rd
3rd
6
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Handler
Leonie Jasper

Dog
Cooper
Cooper

Class
Master Agility
Excellent Pairs

Pass/Place
Pass 3rd
Pass 27th

Penny Spencer

Badger

Masters Jumping

Pass 1st

Garry Heinze

Gem

Novice Gamblers

Pass 19th

Lisa Retford

Buddy

Novice Agility

Pass 8th

Tammy Beattie

Maddison

Masters Jumping

Pass 6th

Sandra Scafocchia

Shilo
Shilo

Masters Agility
Masters Jumping

Pass 14th
Pass 17th

Scott Fletcher

Wynta
Wynta

Masters Jumping
Masters Agility

Pass 13th
Pass 3rd

Christa Oertel

Tosca
Tosca

Masters Jumping
Excellent Snooker

Pass 4th
Pass 12th

Cathy Jaques

Missy

Excellent Pairs

Pass 27th

Jenny Williams

Woody

Excellent Agility

Pass 3rd

Finals
Handler
Kaye Grant

Dog
Beau
Beau

Class
Masters Agility
Open Jumping

Pass/Place

Geraldine Kisielnicki

Roxy
Roxy
Jive

Open Agility
Open Jumping
Open Agility

Pass 5th
Pass 6th
Pass 7th

Penny Spencer

Badger
Badger

Masters Jumping
Open Agility

Pass 2nd

Donna Merrilees

Link

Open Agility

Pass 34th (273)

Lisa Retford

Buddy

Novice Agility

18th

Tammy Beattie

Moby

Strategic Pairs
Masters

Pass 6th

Sandra Scafocchia

Shilo

Victorian Team

4th

Scott Fletcher

Wynta
Wynta

Masters Agility
Masters Jumping

Pass 6th

Pass
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Fun Day Results
The fog hung around for some hours making
a cold start and wet underfoot. Judge Scott
Fletcher set some lovely flowing courses tho I
think many of us were suffering from the
‘Nationals’ hangover and did not perform so
well.
Masters Jumping
1st
Sandra Scafocchia and Shilo
2nd
Leonie Jasper and Cooper
rd
3
Roger Padfield and Charlie
Excellent Jumping
1st
Marg Boreham and Penny
2nd
Danielle Marsh and Ty
Novice Jumping Trialed
1st
Jannelle Carlile and Emmy
2nd
Sandy Shepard and Merlin
Novice Jumping not Trialed
1st
Suzanne Tracey and Frankie
2nd Eileen Foley and Dottie
3rd
Stephanie Johnson and Peppa

Masters Agility
1st
Penny Roberts and Izzie
2nd
Kaye Grant and Beau
rd
3
Leonie Jasper and Cooper
Excellent Agility
1st
Joanne McComiskie and Jack
nd
2
Carol Buxton and Misty
Novice Agility Trialed
1st
Danielle Marsh and Ty
2nd
Jannelle Carlile and Emmy
rd
3
Sandy Shepard and Merlin
Novice Agility Not Trialed
1st
Stephanie Johnson and Peppa
nd
2
Suzanne Tracey and Frankie
Beginner Agility
1st
Leonie Jasper and Axel
nd
2
Bruce Saunders and Max
3rd
Eileen Foley and Dottie

Fun Day Results
Division 1 Pairs
1st – Jodie and Bowie
2nd – Maya and Brody
3rd – Willow and Stryker
Division 2 Pairs
1st – Skater and Grace
2nd – Monty and Ruby
3rd – Kody and Rufus

Beginners 2/3
1st – Kona
2nd – Leo
3rd – Maggie
Beginners 1
1st - Shap
8
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Fun Day Results - Obedience
Place

Dog

Handler

1

Mystique

Nicola Millward

2

Misia

Aleksandra Grzywinska

3

Harley

Sue Millward

1

Lily

Benita McDonough

2

Dodge

Marianne Holley

3

Kona

Carly Marsh

1

Maximus

Carmel Croft

2

Jedda

Cynthia Benporath

3

Angel

Bob

1

Toby

Helena Revell

2

Annabel

Trish Stewart

3

Storm

Tracey Studd

1

Argo

Teresa Brazil

2

Bella

Kelley Nimos

3

Charlotte

Candice Storme

1

Jodie

Diane

2

Benny

Amanda Taylor

3

Roxy

Cynthia Benporath

1

Delilah

Jenny

2

Minx

Kate Dunkley

Misty

Carol Buxton

1

Kenny

Carol Buxton

2

Ruby

Christine Netterfield

3

Banjo

Andre Torpy

Puppy

Beginners 1

Beginners 2

Freeman

Pink

Yellow

CCD
Gnieslaw

Novice
Pepper

Open
1
Veterans
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Welcome to our New Members
Elysha Neylan and Lucy & Beau
Rod & Aimie Powell – Mott and Smokey
Jacqui Shannon and Odie
Caeleigh & Pauline Smales and Dusty
Ken Taylor and Lucy
Natalie & Jeffrey Matthews and Indigo
Kristy & Jason Retallick – Agrimi and Buddy
Rebecca Welch and Bruce & Elly
Don & Ray Barlow and Donna & Blitzen
Emily & Dan Hansen – Anderson and Thor &
Kara
Julie Mauger and Lilly
Beth Lowe and Ivy
Judy, Hugo, Arthur & Scott Watson and
Russell & Noodle
Bernard Malic and Sheena
Rachel & Lincoln Murray – Shakes and Zuma
& Hodge
Steve Lamb and Buddy
Suzy & Sophie Vowels - Warren and Charlie
Dawn & Harry Szommer and Drax
Gavin & Rhonda Moore and Portia & Mollie
Carlos, Patrick , Melissa & Hannah Casihan
and Finn
Rhonda & Murray Kennedy and Jack
Bianca & Dylan Ansell – Williams and Dexter
Marion & Pete Bird and Poppy
Adrienne & Tony Heaysman – Feneich and
Penny
Kris Peirson and Daisy
Trickey and Willow Eve and Wendy
Sarah & Daniel Anthony and Booth & River
Ian Willis and Molly & Brown
Nicole,Jeff & Jack Maskell and Star
Alessandra Lachman and Heidi
Chris & Pepper Logan – Cheng and Molly
Shaun & Emma Walker – Proudmore and
Kingston

Samantha & Chris Carlton - Smith and Ajay
Penny & John Richards – Weiss and Pema &
Chado
Jennifer Earl and Jasmine
Nuala Woods and Buddy
Rhonda & Michael Vinton and Kelsy
Joy Saunders and Charlie
Kerry Bates and Lillie
Brandon Clyde and Drake
Judith Gade and Ariel
Tayla Delorenzo and Archie
Sherry, Ryan & Tanaya Cahir – Blake and
Storm & Demon
Pamela Gelme and Reagan & Bogart
Madeline Hardess and Chewy
Debbie Howard and Hugo
Sue Clarke and Riloli
Patricia & Fern Davidson – Nicholls and Floyd
Cici, Jessica & Jim Lang and Ben
Jaime & Jake Anderson – Lyons and Chicko
Alexandra Jauernik and Paisley
Atheena Karamanis and Yogi
Mel & Jason Ryan – Mitchell and Izzy
Peter Harding and Tayla
James & Nina Martinus and Indi
Deborah Hirst and Pippa
Louise Aitken and Winston
Johanna & Jason Allerton – Woolard and Tali
Amanda Hulley and Soldier
Spencer Dickins and Ralph
Bonnie & Deirdre Campbell and Echo
Ben Staff and George
Daniel & Joe Skinner _ Davis-Westland and
Cora
Helen Campbell and Minx & Tango
Denise Ianno and Coco & Galaxy
Helen Taylor and Koda
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New Members Continued…
Jacqui & Danny Maypiece and Pepper
Liz & Kal Tosh – Lyons and Tia
Fiona Banham and Piper
Chris Craddock and Jacob
Nicoleta Kehagia and Mika
Melissa Gibson and Ollie
Melanie Sebire and Dusty
Hazel & Mathew Chambers-Smith & Smith and
Sammy
Lisa & Vincent Beaumont & Duggan-Jones and
Oscar
Jennifer & Terese Sirovy and Thunda
Briony & David Keevers – Trivett and Jordy

Donna & John Barford and Arnie
Kylie & Kyanna Kilpatrick – Fry and Ruby
Helen & Steve Bruynen and Roxy
Ulises Garcia and Argos
Greg, Sarah, & Chelcie Mackey and Sasha
& Storm
Thomas & Lynette Westhead and Jax
Sally McArdle and Comet
Julia & Sam Bouy and Rosie & Freddie
Heather & Olivia Staines and Bayley
James & Vanessa Maxted and Daicos

Every effort has been made to include all new members details
correctly. My sincerest apologies if there are any errors or omissions.

Tracking News
The tracking season is well under way and
proving very successful this year. It’s great to see
our die hard trackers braving the elements with
our early starts at Baxter Park. There is still time
to join in the fun if you think your dog has a nose
for tracking and you want to try something
different. The sessions start at 8am the first and
third Saturdays of the month. If you wish to join,
the group have a chat to Albert or John at the
club and they will add you to the contact list to
receive the relevant information about the
training sessions.
Hope to see your there with your winter woollies
on.
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From the Editor…
We all know that socialization is important. But the more I chat to
people with dogs, the more I realize that there is an obvious lack of
understanding of what real socialisation is.
Good puppy socialization is crucial to the development of a welladjusted adult dog. But puppy socialization doesn’t mean just
letting a puppy off lead to play with other dogs. In fact taking a
young dog (or any dog for that matter) to an off leash park and just
letting him or her “socialise” can cause far more problems than
positives.
Socialisation refers to experiencing the world. And yes, other dogs
are a part of that, but they are only one small part of that.
Very young puppies recover really quickly from new and unusual
experiences, but as the puppies get older their ability to take new
information and process it as a normal part of their every day world
decreases after 12 weeks. So while it may take only one exposure to
something at 6 weeks for a puppy to accept it, it will take more for a
13 week old puppy to accept and can take a huge amount of work
for a 1 year old dog to accept it. This is why professionals say that
up to 12 weeks is a crucial developmental stage for your puppy.
Unfortunately much of that crucial development time is
spent with the puppy’s breeder, which is why researching
your new puppy and asking lots of questions about how
the puppies are raised is so important.
I was blessed to get my youngest pup from a breeder that
raises the litter using a program called puppy culture,
which in simple terms is a socialisation program that
helps expose the pups in their first 10 weeks of age to as
much as possible. He is a very confident young man and
when he does experience something new and scary he
recovers very quickly.
My older border collie was bred by a lovely family. She
was raised in their home and yard with much love, but
when she came home at 9 weeks of age, she had no
exposure to anything outside of their home. When we
started walking her everything was new and scary to her,
as was being in the car. Thankfully as we were able to
work with her early on until she was comfortable and
happy in a range of new situations. She had also never
been exposed to any dogs other than her dam and sire and
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our other dog. So when we took her out into the world to meet other dogs she was quite fearful of
anything that didn’t look like a border collie.
But even if your puppy is older, or it wasn’t well socialised to all that the world has to offer before you
got it, all is not lost! It’s never too late to start socialising your dog. Just remember not to overload your
dog, work within their comfort zone and gradually build up as they remain calm in a situation. If you
need help with a dog that is fearful or anxious in new situations please ask one of your friendly
instructors for help.
As for socialisation with other dogs, a good puppy school goes a long way. But if you’re not in a
position to attend a great puppy school (and not all puppy schools are created equal), start by
introducing your puppy to a well manner adult dog that you know well and trust. Watch the interaction
and work together with the other owner to ensure that the experience to be positive for the youngster.
Off lead dog parks have the potential to be great if you get a small group of well manner dogs with
responsible owners, but sadly a lot of the time there are too many dogs in a small enclosed area. The
older dogs can be pushy and the younger dogs can be frightened and what they learn from their
experience at the park is often quite the opposite of what you were hoping for.
There are some great articles about socialisation around (as well as some very ordinary and even some
pretty bogus ones, like everything – not everything you read on the internet should be taken as gospel).
There are some great ones to start here - https://pawbehaviour.com.au/helpful-stuff/#downloadable.
Until next time! - Lauren

Train a Trick
Tricks are really fun and a great way to exercise your dog’s brain. 5 minutes of brain work can often
leave your dog more tired than a half hour walk.
Trying teaching your dog to spin! (maybe don’t do this if you have a tail chaser!)
Step 1 – Get your dogs attention! It’s hard to do anything until you’ve got the hang of this!
Step 2 – Use a high value treat to lure your dog around in a circle. Hold the treat close to the dogs nose
and move the treat directly to it’s shoulder. As your dog follows the smell of the great treat continue to
move the treat toward it’s shoulder in a full circle until the dog has turned 360 degrees and is back to
the start. Release the treat and praise the dog
Step 3 – Repeat until the dog is anticipating the behaviour. Once you are 99% certain your dog will
perform the desired behaviour add a verbal cue (spin/turn/circle)
Step 4 – Once your dog is consistently following your hand with the treat, move the treat to your other
hand and use only your hand/finger to signal the behaviour. Reward from the other hand.
Step 5 – Start to make your circle hand signal smaller and above the dog rather than near it’s neck.
Step 6 – Add distance and move to a variable ratio of reinforcement.
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Age Appropriate Exercises for Dogs
Dogs, like people, need regular
exercise to maintain ideal weight
and mental wellbeing, resulting
in happiness. The appropriate
level of activity for your dog
should be considered at every
stage.
The appropriate level of exercise
for your dog depends, above all,
on their age, health, breed and
individual personality. Size is
not necessarily a good indicator
of a dog’s activity requirements.
No matter what the breed, each
dog has their own personality
and preference as to what level
of exercise they do. Be mindful
to put boundaries in place, as
Canine Balance sees dogs of all
ages being overrun, overworked,
and overt trained.
Below is a basic guide that
Canine Balance has put together.
Puppies – 0-24 mths
Young dogs undergo significant
physical changes during the first
12-18 months of life before their
growth plates close. Some of us
get a new puppy and
immediately do everything
possible with them, as we feel
that is the best thing for them.
For long-term health, it is
important to avoid intense
activity until the growth plates
are closed. It is fairly safe to say
that on average, growth plates in
a dog have closed by 20 months
(Newton & Nunamaker, 1985).
Overuse, or inappropriate use, of

a young dog’s body during
training or play can create a
variety of issues, including injury
to their growth plates and can
even cause long-term chronic
injury to their spine.
Over-training, such as longdistance running, is unhealthy
for young dogs and the benefits
are minimal. Some dogs are
driven to exercise and, as
owners, we feel we are doing
them a service by giving them
what they crave. However,
intense activity can lead to
problems like anxiety (Winsley
& Matos, 2011). It is important
to set appropriate training
boundaries for our young
canines. So, what is enough?
Appropriate Exercise 0-6mths
Walking – slow, short walks up
to 30 mins, with plenty of
opportunities for your puppy to
stop, sniff, and noodle around.
Balance work – must always be
at ground level and no more
than 2 mins per session.
Formal skills training – sit, stay,
down, touch - no more than 2
mins per session.
Free play – no more than 10
mins; discourage rough play,
such as body slamming.
Chasing objects – roll balls and
drag toys along the ground.
Tugging – do not pull against
the dog - hold the toy and let the
puppy pull against you; keep the
toy low, to maintain the puppy’s
neck in a straight line with its
back.

Avoid – direct running,
jumping, indoor stairs, fast
turns, sudden stops, weaves or
lure coursing.
Young puppies, up to six
months, should not be
exercised with the intent to
increase strength or
endurance. These puppies
should be allowed to play
naturally, i.e. self-directed
play.
Jumping down from high
furniture, beds, decking,
vehicles and the like is when
most spinal fractures occur.

Appropriate Exercise 618mths
Walking – gradually increase
up to 60 mins, maintaining
plenty of opportunities for
your puppy to stop, sniff, and
noodle around. Be guided by
your puppy – if they stop or
show reluctance to continue,
cease walking them. Walking
on pavements should be
minimal; dirt or turf is ideal.
Now is the time to introduce
hiking, beach, paddock
walking.
Balance work – introducing
an incline and side stepping;
no more than 5 mins per
session.
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Formal skills training – sit,
stay, down, touch, work, sport
– gradually increase duration
and distance, up to 20 mins per
session.
Free play – no more than 20
mins; discourage rough play,
such as body slamming.
Chasing objects – continue to
roll balls and drag toys along
the ground.
Tugging – do not pull against
the dog - still hold the toy and
let the puppy pull against you;
keep the toy low, to maintain
the puppy’s neck in a straight
line with its back.
Strength – roll over, running
up hills, begging no more than
twice per week in 5-10 min
sessions.
Jumping – must be closely
supervised and at a height no
more than half-way to the
puppy’s elbow height. Be
vigilant that your puppy is
supervised on high furniture
and objects at all times.
Swimming – puppies
volunteering to swim should
be allowed to do so, but ensure
it is limited to just a few
minutes at a time, such as
retrieving toys from shallow
water.
Avoid – direct running, indoor
stairs, fast turns, sudden stops,
weaves or lure coursing. High
impact and endurance training
should be delayed until the
growth plates are fully closed.
This occurs around 18 months;
longer if the dog has been
spayed.
Appropriate Exercise 1824mths
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Although your puppy is now
approaching maturity, it is
importance to understand that
their muscles, ligaments and
tendons are still developing, so
the frequency, duration and
intensity of exercise should be
gradually increased. Your
puppy can do most activities
now in moderation, with high
intensity, but for short
durations.
Adult Dog – 2-6 years
Dogs can now walk, run, jump,
compete, swim, perform
endurance training, chase, tug
higher, twist, and turn. Be
mindful that the dog’s soft
tissues are still maturing up
until 3 years of age.
Different types of work,
exercise and play are also
important to give your dog the
opportunity to express
instinctive behaviours.
A balanced exercise program
includes strength (anaerobic)
training that targets the
forelimbs, pelvic limbs and/or
core body muscles, endurance
(aerobic) training,
proprioception and balance,
flexibility and skills training.
The program should balance
duration, frequency, and
intensity of training/ working
while avoiding
overtraining/overworking
(M.C. Zink 2013).
Before you begin any exercise
program with your dog, be sure
to visit your veterinarian for a
health check.

Overtraining and overrunning
dogs can be an issue, just like in
humans. Canine Balance sees
2-3-year-old dogs overworked,
overran and over trained
frequently, as owners see their
dog is an adult now and believe
they can do anything.
Many times, we have seen
young adult dogs that are ran
until they are overheated,
repetitively training drills until
they get it right, overusing
muscles, tendons, and
ligaments, which will
eventually lead to injury, thus
causing irreversible health
issues, such as chronic
soreness, general lethargy,
reduced resistance to infection
or illness, or even acute
trauma, such as avulsion
fractures (MacKinnon, 2000).
Appropriate exercise needs are
based on a dog’s age, breed,
size and overall health. Your
dog should spend between 30
minutes to two hours on an
activity every day. Breeds in
the hunting, working, or
herding groups (e.g., Labrador
retrievers, hounds, collies,
kelpies, and shepherds) will
need the most exercise. If your
dog is in one of these groups
and is in good health, they
should be getting at least 30
minutes of rigorous exercise
along with their 1-2 hours of
daily activity.
Requirements aren't as easily
established for every other dog,
as their needs will be different
depending on the breed. Dogs
that are less active or older may
have conditions that are
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slowing them down. Whether
it is because of too much
weight, injury, achy joints and
muscles, or they just like to
mellow out most of the time,
they still need some activity to
keep the body working as it
should.
Start exercising slowly,
observing your dogs’ response,
gradually adding more
activities or more distance as
they get stronger. Your dog
should be happily tired, not
exhausted, when you are done
at the end of the day.
Senior Dog – 7+ years
It is important to keep
exercising older dogs to keep
them mentally happy and
physically healthy. Sure, your
older dog may not be able to
run the 5 kms it used to but that
doesn’t mean you stop
altogether. Make some
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adjustments for your senior dog
so they can still enjoy the
benefits of exercise without
causing discomfort or pain.

Remember to keep them
warm or cool, away from
stairs, and off slippery floors,
too.

As dogs get older, their hind
limbs become weaker and they
may have issues like arthritis or
other types of muscular and
joint pain. Senior dogs benefit
from more appropriate low
impact activities like
swimming, hydrotherapy and
walking.

Just because your dog is older,
it doesn’t mean they should
slow down, be left at home,
can no longer work or
compete, and should be left on
the floor because they can’t
get up onto furniture.

Exercise your senior dog for
shorter periods, 2-5 times per
day, as moving more frequently
is more helpful.
Provide aids like ramps or steps
to aid your senior dog getting
in and out of vehicles, and on
and off furniture. Harnesses
are very useful for humans to
help our senior dogs get up and
down and get through their
daily exercise routines.

Want to learn more about appropriate exercises for your
puppy? Check out our latest
workshop http://caninebalance.com.au/workshop/puppy-trainingcourse/ and it’s ONLY $67.
Not sure if your Adult dog is getting a balanced exercise
program? Canine Balance offers Cross Fit training that covers the
five components of a balanced dog exercise program. Contact us
before the 31st July for our Winter Special – $80 OFF our Cross Fit Training programs normally
$180. Learn more: http://caninebalance.com.au/services/cross-fit-training/
Let us show you how to make little changes to your Senior dog’s daily exercise, diet, and treatment
program to keep them moving pain-free every day and keep that “good” dog going! Contact us before
the 31st July for our Winter Special of $50 OFF our Senior Dog programs normally $120. Learn
more: http://caninebalance.com.au/services/geriatric-treatment/
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Frankston Dog Obedience Club’s
Presentation Evening 2018
Join us to Celebrate another Year at
FDOC!!
December 15th
7pm - 12 am
Frankston RSL
Cranbourne Road
Simpson Room 1
$40 Per Person
Payment Plan Available
Door Prize
Major Raffle
3 Course Meal - New Menu
RSVP by December 1st!!
Booking Forms Available
at Kiosk
If there’s any queries about
payment, booking or menu,
please see Kim in the Kiosk
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Kim’s K9 Kitchen

Basic dog biscuits
These basic biscuits can be customized to cater to your canine’s palette
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 ½ cups plain flour (substitute regular flour or oat flour or coconut flour if your dog
is sensitive to wheat)
1 tsp. salt (or less)
1 egg
1 tsp. Beef or chicken stock powder
½ cup hot water
Optional: Add bacon or chicken broth, eggs, oats, liver powder, wheat germ,
shredded cheese, bacon bits, to (your dog's) taste

Directions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Preheat oven to 180oc
Dissolve beef or chicken stock cube/powder in hot water
Add remaining ingredients
Knead dough until it forms a ball (approximately 3 minutes)
Roll dough until ½ inch thick
Cut into slices or bone shapes (you can purchase a bone shaped cookie cutter to
make shapes with)
7. Place dough pieces on lightly greased cookie sheet
8. Cook for 30 minutes

